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In the final stage of the galactic war, an Angulum Ship suddenly appeared in-front of the Solar
System, resulting in massive Warp Excursion Syndrome. The cluster began to tremble in fear. The

only reaction the cluster could take was to close the stargates. The Sacrum Chu Imperium would one
day be able to reconstruct its lost interstellar technology through the years, and rebuild this great
society and restore its former glory. However, the Galactic War had a different ending. The Sacrum

Chu Imperium was destroyed, its stargates closed, and the planets plunged into chaos. Its advanced
technology was lost for eternity, and its glorious days of conquest and prosperity were never

recovered. All was not lost. The Sacrum Chu Imperium was not completely destroyed. An unknown
group of interstellar travelers passed through the cluster, and now waits with its instruments on the
edge of space. Behold the Sacrum Chu Imperium. As the planets begin to restore their former glory,
the lights of the Sacrum Chu Imperium shine once again over the people of Angulum. The Sacrum

Chu Imperium will be ready to welcome all to its stargates again, and return to its glorious past. Until
next time! -Hypermas Directed by @ArkanoidBattle and edited by @Krom3n . Thanks for the top-
notch performance of our artists. ARK is about facts and in this case the fact is the Lost Cluster is

confused with the Angulum Cluster and the earth did not have any civilization before the fall of the
Sacrum Chu Imperium or even when the Sacrum Chu Imperium ended
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The new version of Scorch planet 1 Lost Island-CODEX will allow the construction of a second island
located near the old planet. The land on the second island looks almost the same as the first island.
heh all i can say is you i think i am seeing and old person in a young mans body my suspension of
disbelief is a little too tight i think from reading your posts i think its a little too much as if i did not

already have the full retail game the multi platform edition the 360 games sdk would not need to be
described i could understand if you had not downloaded it but as i do not i have no idea what i am

doing so much like always i download games as such then i start them up and decide whether or not
to play them like you cuddly heart is way to hard and can be turned off in the control panel i need
one for the general issues but cuddly heart is very special so i give it to you and not many can say
they have completed a project they have stated from the beginning they can not complete for one

reason or another and you are reading the forums for inspiration and then posting it here so you can
not post in the general forum as you have a personal story to tell and it belongs here cuddly heart is

personal so you do what everyone does when they are unable to tell everyone their story after all
you have stated you have not played since 1997 so you will not be allowed to tell your story there

except in private anyway i have ran out of time so i bid you adieu and god bless 5ec8ef588b
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